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Quivers, geometric invariant theory, and moduli of linear
dynamical systems
Abstract
We use geometric invariant theory and the language of quivers to study compactifications of moduli
spaces of linear dynamical systems. A general approach to this problem is presented and applied to two
well known cases: We show how both Lomadze's and Helmke's compactification arises naturally as a
geometric invariant theory quotient. Both moduli spaces are proven to be smooth projective manifolds.
Furthermore, a description of Lomadze's compactification as a Quot scheme is given, whereas Helmke's
compactification is shown to be an algebraic Grassmann bundle over a Quot scheme. This gives an
algebro-geometric description of both compactifications. As an application, we determine the
cohomology ring of Helmke's compactification and prove that the two compactifications are not
isomorphic when the number of outputs is positive.
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QUIVERS, GEOMETRIC INVARIANT THEORY, AND MODULI OF LINEAR
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
MARKUS BADER
Abstract. We use geometric invariant theory and the language of quivers to study compactifications
of moduli spaces of linear dynamical systems. A general approach to this problem is presented and
applied to two well known cases: We show how both Lomadze’s and Helmke’s compactification arises
naturally as a geometric invariant theory quotient. Both moduli spaces are proven to be smooth
projective manifolds. Furthermore, a description of Lomadze’s compactification as a Quot scheme is
given, whereas Helmke’s compactification is shown to be an algebraic Grassmann bundle over a Quot
scheme. This gives an algebro-geometric description of both compactifications. As an application, we
determine the cohomology ring of Helmke’s compactification and prove that the two compactifications
are not isomorphic when the number of outputs is positive.
0. Introduction
In this article, we study actions of products of general linear groups on spaces of matrices. We
present general techniques from algebraic geometry that we apply to two concrete examples, namely to
two different compactifications of the moduli space of controllable linear dynamical systems. The first
section introduces geometric invariant theory and representation theory of quivers in a tutorial way.
We explain how this machinery can be used to systematically study the problem of compactifying the
moduli space of linear dynamical systems. Two important results are presented and we explain how
they can be adapted to cover the cases relevant to control theory. In the second part of the article, we
show how both the Helmke and the Lomadze compactification can be constructed as algebraic varieties
using this machinery. We obtain an algebro-geometric description of both compactifications that we
use to study and compare both varieties.
Moduli spaces of linear dynamical systems have been introduced to control theory by Kalman [17]
and Hazewinkel [10]. As algebraic varieties they have been constructed and studied among others by
Hazewinkel in [10], by Byrnes and Hurt in [3], by Kalman in [17] and by Tannenbaum in [33]. In
algebraic geometry the main technique to construct moduli spaces is as quotients of algebraic varieties
under algebraic group actions using geometric invariant theory. Let Σ˜n,m,p denote the space of linear
dynamical systems
xt+1 = Axt +But
yt = Cxt +Dut
(1)
with n states, m inputs, and p outputs. It is a space of matrices Σ˜n,m,p = k
n×m×kn×p×km×n×km×p,
where k is a fixed, algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let the group of invertible n×nmatrices
GLn act on Σ˜n,m,p by change of basis in the state space k
n:
(2)
(
g, (A,B,C,D)
)
7→
(
gAg−1, gB,Cg−1, D
)
.
The controllable systems form a Zariski-open subset which we denote with Σ˜cn,m,p ⊂ Σ˜n,m,p. Geometric
invariant theory provides the means to systematically construct such quotients. It associates with
every character of the group GLn, so in particular with the character det : GLn −→ k
∗, an open
subset of stable points, and realizes the algebraic quotient {det−stable points}//GLn. Byrnes and
Hurt [3] were the first to notice that the det-stable points coincide with the controllable systems
and therefore that the moduli space of controllable linear dynamical systems can be realized as the
quotient Σcn,m,p := Σ˜
c
n,m,p//GLn using GIT. This quotient is non-projective. Compactifications have
been introduced by several authors, let us mention Helmke [12], Lomadze [22], and Rosenthal [30].
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 15A30,14L24,16G20.
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By a quiver we mean an oriented graph, that is a finite set of vertices together with a finite set of
oriented edges between the vertices. To every vertex we assign a dimension, and furthermore we mark
a subset of vertices. This data is described by diagrams like the following:
(3) n•A :: ::::
C

◦m
Boo
D
  




◦
p
The corresponding GIT problem is the following: we study representations of the quiver of the pre-
scribed dimension. In our concrete example this means matrices (A,B,C,D) ∈ Σ˜n,m,p. The general
linear group GLn acts by change of basis on the vector space k
n associated with the marked vertex.
This corresponds to the group action introduced in (2). In general we will be given a quiver Q, a
subset of marked vertices M , and a dimension vector v (i.e. a prescribed dimension at each vertex).
With this data we associate a representation space RepvQ which is always a space of matrices, a group
GLv,M which is always a finite product of general linear groups, and an action of this group on the
space of representations.
In that framework, the problem of compactifying the moduli space of linear dynamical systems
becomes the following: We are given a space of matrices Σ˜n,m,p which is the space of representations
Σ˜n,m,p = Rep
v
Q for the quiver Q and with dimension vector v as introduced in diagram (3). We
mark one vertex - the one corresponding to the state space kn, and we are given a character χ = det
of the group GLn = GLv,M . The quotient space {det−stable points in Rep
v
Q}//GLv,M = Σ
c
n,m,p
is not projective. The goal is to replace the data (Q, v,M, χ) by a new quiver Q˜, a new dimension
vector v˜, a new set of marked vertices M˜ , and a new character χ˜ of GLv˜,M˜ , such that the quotient
{χ˜ − stable points in Repv˜
Q˜
}//GLv˜,M˜ is projective and contains the previous quotient Σ
c
n,m,p as an
open subset. To be more precise, we need to do the following:
(1) Find a new quiver Q˜, a new dimension vector v˜, and a new set of marked vertices M˜ , together
with morphisms ϕ : GLQ,M −→ GLQ˜,M˜ , Φ : RepQ,v −→ RepQ˜,v˜, where the latter is a closed
embedding, equivariant with respect to ϕ.
(2) Given a character χ of GLv,M (such as det : GLn −→ k
∗ in our situation), determine the char-
acters χ˜ of GLv˜,M˜ , such that under the embedding Φ the χ-(semi)stable representations will be
mapped to the set of χ˜-(semi)stable representations. Describe the corresponding (semi)stable
locus.
In the situations we study, the map Φ descends to an open embedding of the respective quotient
spaces. The first question is: which quivers Q˜ induce projective quotients? This question has been
answered by a theorem of Le Bruyn and Procesi [20] in the case where all vertices of the quiver Q˜ are
marked. Halic and Stupariu have generalized this result in [8] to arbitrary subsets of marked vertices.
It allows the immediate identification of those spaces of matrices that might provide a compactification
for the given moduli space. The second task one is confronted with is the identification of the stable
and semistable loci corresponding to some character. This is facilitated by a result of King [18] which
we generalize to our situation.
We apply the strategy outlined above to two compactifications prominent in linear control theory:
In the second section, we study a compactification of the moduli spaces of controllable linear dynamical
systems, which is due to Lomadze. He used the following generalization of the equations (1):
(4) Kwt+1 + Lwt +Mξt = 0,
for matrices (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p := k
(n+p)×n × k(n+p)×n × k(n+p)×(n+m). These equations have been
introduced to control theory by Willems ([34], [35], [36], see the book of Kuijper [19] for details.).
Willems also introduced controllability in a control theoretic way. Lomdaze [22] generalized the notion
of controllability to the new class of systems by giving the algebraic conditions in Definition 2.2. Denote
the set of controllable Lomadze systems with L˜cn,m,p. The Lomadze compactification is constructed as
a quotient of L˜cn,m,p under an action of GLn,n+p = GLn×GLn+p. Therefore it can also be obtained
using geometric invariant theory and quivers. First, we give an elementary characterization of the
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possible stability notions on the space of matrices Ln,m,p and prove that there are only finitely many
different stability conditions. Then we identify those stability conditions that generalize controllability
and observability, respectively to the new class of systems. These stability notions are shown to agree
with the definitions introduced by Lomadze. As a consequence we can apply the general theory, which
yields a compactification of the corresponding moduli spaces:
Theorem. A Lomadze system S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p is controllable if and only if it is stable or
semistable with respect to the character detχ of GLn,n+p defined by
detχ(g0, g1) := det(g0)
χ0 det(g1)
χ1 for (g0, g1) ∈ GLn,n+p
for any χ = (χ0, χ1) ∈ Z2 with nχ0 + (n − 1)χ1 < 0 and χ0 + χ1 > 0. The corresponding quotient
Lcn,m,p := L˜
c
n,m,p//GLn,n+p is a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension n(m+ p) +mp and
the quotient map is a principal GLn,n+p-bundle. Furthermore, there is a natural open embedding
ΦL : Σ
c
n,m,p −→ L
c
n,m,p.
Lomadze identified his compactification Lcn,m,p of the moduli space of controllable systems Σ
c
n,m,p
with a variety parametrizing the quotients of the trivial rank p + m vector bundle on P1k that are
of rank p and of degree n. Ravi and Rosenthal studied this compactification in [26] and [27]. They
observed that it coincides with the base space of a principal bundle studied extensively by Strømme
in [32]. We review it in the end of the second section having two applications in mind: first it allows
us to use the results obtained by Strømme to better understand the geometry of the variety Lcn,m,p.
Second, the description of Lcn,m,p in terms of Strømmes Quot scheme will allow us to give a precise
algebro-geometric description of the compactification we study in the third section.
This compactification arises also as a quotient of matrices under an action of some finite product
of general linear groups. It has been introduced by Helmke in [12]. His construction yields a smooth
compact manifold Hcn,m,p containing the manifold Σ
c
n,m,p of controllable linear dynamical systems as
a dense open subset. Furthermore, Helmke showed that there is a natural map Hcn,m,p −→ H
c
n,m :=
Hcn,m,0, obtained by forgetting the output, which makes H
c
n,m,p into a smooth Grassmann bundle over
Hcn,m. The starting point for Helmke’s compactification is generalizing the equations (1) to
(5) Ext+1 = Axt +But, Fyt = Cxt +Dut,
by adding matrices E ∈ kn×n and F ∈ kp×p. Thus we call a 6-tuple of matrices (E,A,B,C,D, F )
with E,A ∈ kn×n, B ∈ kn×m, C ∈ kp×n, D ∈ kp×m, F ∈ kp×p a Helmke system. On the space H˜n,m,p
of all Helmke systems the group GLn,n,p = GLn×GLn×GLp acts by change of basis. We prove that
the notion of controllability introduced by Helmke is a stability notion and identify the corresponding
chamber of characters:
Theorem. A Helmke system H = (E,A,B,C,D, F ) is controllable if and only if it is stable or
semistable with respect to the character detχ of the group GLn,n,p, defined by
detχ(g0, g1, g0) := det(g0)
χ0 det(g1)
χ1 det(g2)
χ2 for (g0, g1, g2) ∈ GLn,n,p
for any χ = (χ0, χ1, χ2) ∈ Z3 with nχ0 + (n− 1)χ1 +min{p, n}χ2 < 0, χ0 + χ1 > 0, and χ2 > 0. The
corresponding quotient Hcn,m,p := H˜
c
n,m,p is a smooth projective variety of dimension n(m + p) +mp
and the quotient map is a principal GLn,n,p-bundle. Furthermore, there is a natural open embedding
ΦH : Σ
c
n,m,p −→ H
c
n,m,p.
The forgetful map Hcn,m,p −→ H
c
n,m is an algebraic Grassmann bundle. It is immediate that in
the case of systems without output Helmke’s compactification Hcn,m agrees with Lomadze’s compacti-
fication Lcn,m. Thus we obtain a description of H
c
n,m,p as a Grassmann bundle over the Quot scheme
studied by Strømme. We describe it explicitly by identifying the vector bundle on the base space it
is associated with. As an application we use general facts about the cohomology ring of Grassmann
bundles to calculate the cohomology ring of Hcn,m,p. Also we obtain a precise formula for the rank of
the Chow group:
Theorem. The group underlying the Chow ring A∗(Hcn,m,p) is free abelian of rank
rkZ A
∗(Hcn,m,p) =
(
n+ p+m
p
)(
n+ 2m− 1
n
)
.
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In the case k = C, we have Ak(Hcn,m,p) ∼= H
2k(Hcn,m,p,Z) and therefore
χtopA
∗(Hcn,m,p) = rkZ A
∗(Hcn,m,p).
This allows the comparison of both compactifications with the following result:
Theorem. For p > 0, the compactifications Lcn,m,p and Hn,m,p are not isomorphic. If k = C, they are
not homeomorphic.
Acknowledgement. This article is based on my Diplomarbeit completed at the Universita¨t Zu¨rich
in February, 2005 under the supervision of Ch. Okonek to whom I am grateful for introducing me to
this fascinating subject and for his help during my studies. I would also like to thank M. Halic for
answering many of my questions on geometric invariant theory and J. Rosenthal for encouraging me
to publish this work.
List of key notations.
k: An algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
OX : The sheaf of regular functions on an algebraic variety X .
Char(G): The character group of an algebraic group G.
GLn1,...,ns : The algebraic group GLn1 × . . .×GLns .
V(s)s(χ): The set of semistable points in an finite dimensional vector space V that is equipped
with an action of an algebraic group G, and where χ ∈ Char(G) is a character of G.
X//G: A categorical quotient of a variety X with respect to the action of an algebraic group G.
Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t): A quiver with finite sets of vertices Q0 and edges Q1, and with source and
target maps s, t : Q1 −→ Q0.
GLv,M : Let Q be a quiver,M ⊂ Q0 a subset of marked vertices, and v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector.
Then GLv,M =
∏
i∈M GLvi .
RepvQ: The space of representation of a quiver Q of fixed dimension v ∈ N
Q0 .
k[V]Gχ : The vector space of χ-invariant functions of a vector space V, where χ is a character of
an algebraic group G acting on V.
QuotP,E
P1
k
/k
: The Quot scheme on P1k parametrizing quotients of E with fixed Hilbert polynomial
P .
Grass(V, d): The Grassmannian of quotient spaces of a vector space V of dimension d.
Grass(n, V ): The Grassmannian of vector subspaces of a vector space V of dimension n.
A∗(X): The Chow ring of the algebraic variety X .
Σcn,m,p: The moduli space of controllable linear dynamical systems with n states, m inputs, and
p outputs.
Hcn,m,p: The Helmke compactification of the moduli space of controllable linear dynamical systems
with n states, m inputs, and p outputs.
Lcn,m,p: The Lomadze compactification of the moduli space of controllable linear dynamical sys-
tems with n states, m inputs, and p outputs.
1. Moduli of representations of quivers
An elementary introduction to algebraic geometry is [28]. More material is covered in [9]. For
geometric invariant theory see [21] and [23]. Quivers are introduced in [1] and [29]. Fix an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic zero. We write GLn := GLn(k). Every algebraic variety X is equipped
with the Zariski-topology and a sheaf of regular functions OX , i.e. for every (Zariski)-open subset
U ⊂ X we are given the ring of regular functions OX(U). All topological terms refer to the Zariski-
topology.
We start by reviewing some notions of geometric invariant theory applied to the study of represen-
tations of quivers. We follow King [18]. Let G be a reductive linear algebraic group. It is in general
difficult to construct quotients of algebraic varieties under algebraic group actions. A systematic ap-
proach is provided by geometric invariant theory.
Definition 1.1. Let G act on an algebraic variety X . A categorical quotient of X by G is a variety
Y , together with a G-invariant morphism π : X −→ Y , such that the following universal property
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is satisfied: Given any other variety Y˜ and any other G-invariant morphism π˜, there exists a unique
morphism Y −→ Y˜ that makes the following diagram commute:
X
π

π˜
?
??
??
??
?
Y //___ Y˜
Notice that a categorical quotient is unique up to unique isomorphism. We denote it by X//G.
Unfortunately, a categorical quotient can be quite far from an orbit space. Consider for an example
the C∗-action on Cn given by multiplication. The categorical quotient of this action is Cn//C∗ = {∗},
since every C∗-invariant morphism f : Cn −→ Y into a variety Y is constant.
Definition 1.2. Let G act on an algebraic variety X . A pair (Y, ϕ), consisting of a variety Y and a
G-invariant morphism ϕ : X −→ Y is called a good quotient of X under the G-action, if it verifies the
following conditions:
(1) ϕ is affine and surjective;
(2) for any open subset V ⊂ Y , the induced morphism
ϕ♯ : OY (V ) −→ OX(ϕ
−1(V ))G := {f : ϕ−1(V ) −→ k
∣∣ f is regular and G-invariant}
is an isomorphism of rings;
(3) Any two disjoint, G-invariant, closed subsets in X have disjoint and closed images in Y .
A good quotient (Y, ϕ) is called a geometric quotient if it induces a bijection between the closedG-orbits
in X and the points of Y .
Lemma 1.3. Every good quotient is a categorical quotient.
Proof. [21, Proposition 6.1.7] 
In our point of view quotient always means categorical quotient and is denoted by X//G. Being a
good (or geometric) quotient is an additional - and very desireable - property.
Definition 1.4. A morphism of algebraic groups χ : G −→ k∗ is called a character of G. We denote
the group of characters of G with Char(G).
Example 1.5. The character group of GLn is freely generated by the character det : GLn −→ k
∗.
Let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space, and let ρ : G −→ GL(V) be a linear representation of
G. Endow V with the induced G-action. Assume that ∆ := ker ρ ⊂ G is irreducible. In our case, the
group G will always be a finite product of general linear groups G = GLn1 × . . .×GLns . Recall that
GLn is reductive, as is any finite product of reductive groups.
Definition 1.6. Let χ be a character of G. A χ-invariant function of V is a regular function
f : V −→ k,
such that f(gv) = χ(g)f(v) for all points v ∈ V.
We denote the k-vector space of χ-invariant functions of V by k[V]Gχ and the k-algebra of invariant
polynomials by k[V]G.
Definition 1.7. Let χ ∈ Char(G) be a character. A point v ∈ V is called
(1) χ-semistable, if and only if a χn-invariant function f ∈ k[V]Gχn exists for some n ∈ N>0, such
that f(v) 6= 0;
(2) χ-stable, if there is a χn-invariant f ∈ k[V]Gχn with n ≥ 1, f(v) 6= 0, such that the G-action on
{v ∈ V
∣∣ f(v) 6= 0} is closed and dimG · v = dimG/∆.
Remark 1.8. In general χ-(semi)stable points need not exist. Also it is non trivial in general to
determine when there are semistable points that are not stable.
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We denote by Vss(χ) and Vs(χ) the respective subsets of χ-semistable and χ-stable points. Their
importance lies in the fact that we can construct the quotient space
(6) π : Vss(χ) −→ Vss(χ)//G = Proj⊕n≥0k[V]
G
χn .
It has many nice properties (see [23]):
(1) it is a good quotient;
(2) the quotient space Proj⊕n≥0k[V]Gχn is projective over Spec k[V]
G;
(3) there is an open subset U ⊂ Proj⊕n≥0k[V]χ
n
, such that π−1(U) = Vs(χ) and that the restric-
tion
(7) π|Vs(χ) : V
s(χ) −→ Vs(χ)//G := U
is a geometric quotient.
It follows from this description that the quotient Vss(χ)//G is projective over k if and only if the
ring of invariants consists only of the constant functions, i.e. if k[V]G = k.
Remark 1.9. We used the terminology Spec and Proj in order to make a precise statement for the
reader familiar with these notions. The functor Spec associates with every ring A a geometric object,
the affine scheme SpecA. Its points are the prime ideals in A. If A = k[X1, . . . , Xn]/
√
〈f1, . . . , fr〉
for some polynomials f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn], then SpecA can be identified with the zero-locus
{x ∈ kn
∣∣ fi(x) = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , r}.
The functor Proj associates with every graded ring B = ⊕d∈NBd a geometric object, the projective
scheme ProjB. Its points are the homogeneous prime ideals p ⊂ B that do not contain ⊕d>0Bd. If
B = k[X0, . . . , Xn]/
√
〈g1 . . . , gr〉 for homogeneous polynomials g1, . . . , gr ∈ k[X0, . . . , Xn], then ProjB
can be identified with the zero-locus {x ∈ Pnk
∣∣ gi(x) = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , r}.
Example 1.10. Consider again the action of C∗ on Cn+1 by multiplication. Let d ∈ Z be an integer.
The corresponding character is χd : C∗ −→ C∗, z 7→ zd. If d < 0, then there are no χd-invariant poly-
nomial functions on Cn+1. If d ≥ 0, then the χd-invariant functions are the homogeneous polynomials
f ∈ C[X0, . . . , Xn] of degree d that we denote by C[X0, . . . , Xn]d.
It follows that for d < 0, the set of χd-semistable points is empty. For d = 0, every point v ∈ Cn+1
is χd-semistable, but none is χd-stable. For d > 0, a point v ∈ Cn+1 is χd-semistable and χd-stable if
and only if v 6= 0, so that
(
Cn+1
)s
(χd) =
(
Cn+1
)ss
(χd) = Cn+1 − {0}.
We have already seen that Cn+1//C∗ = {∗}. Now Cn+1 − {0} =
(
Cn+1
)s
(χ1). Since χ
d
1 = χd and
k[Cn+1]C
∗
χd
= C[X0, . . . , Xn]d for d ≥ 0, we conclude that Cn+1−{0}//C∗ = Proj⊕d≥0C[X0, . . . , Xn]d =
Pnk and that it is indeed a geometric quotient.
The main point is that in the whole space Cn+1 there is only one closed orbit, namely the fixed
point {0} of the C∗-action. If we remove it, the induced action of C∗ on Cn+1 − {0} is closed, i.e.
all C∗-orbits are closed in Cn+1 − {0} and we obtain an interesting geometric quotient. This explains
the importance of choosing the right subsets to construct quotients in algebraic geometry. Geometric
invariant theory provides us with a tool to systematically identify these subsets.
Theorem 1.11. Let G = GLv1 × . . .GLvs for some v1, . . . , vs ∈ N, and let χ ∈ Char(G) be a character.
If all stabilizers of the G-action on Vs(χ) are trivial, then the quotient map
Vs(χ) −→ Vs(χ)//G
is a principal G-bundle.
Proof. By Luna’s Slice theorem, the quotient map is a principal bundle in the e´tale topology. See [23,
Corollary on page 199]. Serre introduced in [31] the notion of special linear algebraic groups as being
those for which all principal bundles in the e´tale topology are already locally trivial in the Zariski
topology. He also proved that finite products of general linear groups are special. 
Definition 1.12. A quiver is a 4-tuple Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) consisting of two finite sets Q0 (the vertices)
and Q1 (the edges), and of two maps s, t : Q1 −→ Q0 which assign to an edge α ∈ Q1 its source s(α)
and its tail t(α), respectively.
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Definition 1.13. Let Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) be a quiver and fix v ∈ NQ0 . The affine space
RepvQ := ⊕α∈Q1 Homk
(
kvs(α) , kvt(α)
)
is called the space of representations of Q of fixed dimension v.
Definition 1.14. Let R = (rα)α∈Q1 be a representation of a quiver Q of dimension v ∈ N
Q0 . A
subrepresentation of R is a family of vector subspaces S = (Si)i∈Q0 , Si ⊂ k
vi such that
rα(Ss(α)) ⊂ St(α) for all α ∈ Q1.
The dimension of S is the vector dimS := (dimSi)i∈Q0 ∈ N
Q0 . The subrepresentation S of R is called
proper if 0 6= dimS 6= dimR, i.e. if Si has positive dimension for some i ∈ Q0 and if Sj ( kvj is a
proper subspace for some j ∈ Q0.
The reductive linear algebraic group GLv :=
∏
i∈Q0
GLvi acts naturally on Rep
v
Q by change of basis
on all vertices, i.e.
(8) (gi)i∈Q0 · (rα)α∈Q1 :=
(
gt(α)rαg
−1
s(α)
)
α∈Q1
,
where (rα)α∈Q1 ∈ Rep
v
Q, (gi)i∈Q0 ∈ GLv.
Fix a subset M ⊂ Q0 of marked vertices. It defines a subgroup
(9) GLv,M :=
∏
i∈M
GLvi ⊂ GLv .
We endow RepvQ with the induced action.
Every character χ ∈ Char
(
GLv,M
)
is of the form
(10) χ : GLv,M −→ k
∗, (gi)i∈M 7→
∏
i∈M
det(gi)
χi
for a family of integers (χi)i∈M ∈ ZM . Henceforth we indentify the character χ with the corresponding
family of integers (χi)i∈M and therefore the Character group Char
(
GLv,M
)
with ZM .
We usually indicate the data (Q, v,M) by a diagram of the following form:
(11) n•



**//44 ◦ 1
xx

•
n
.
The numbers denote the dimension we assign to the corresponding vertex, a filled dot indicates that
this vertex is marked, i.e. belongs to M , an unfilled dot indicates that the vertex is unmarked.
King has found a helpful criterion for identifying the sets of semistable and stable representations
of a given quiver which we shortly recall. He described it in the situation M = Q0, i.e. where the full
group GLv acts on the representation space Rep
v
Q. We are specifically interested in the case M ( Q0,
so we need to adjust it to our more general situation. This will be done subsequently.
Let R ∈ RepvQ be a representation of Q and fix a character χ ∈ Char
(
GLv,M
)
. For any subrepre-
sentation S of R we put
(12) 〈χ, S〉
M
:=
∑
i∈M
(dimS)i · χi ∈ Z.
Theorem 1.15 (King). Let Q be a quiver, v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector, and χ ∈ Char(GLv) a
character. A point R ∈ RepvQ is
(1) χ-semistable, if and only if 〈χ,R〉
Q0
= 0 and 〈χ, S〉
Q0
≥ 0 for all proper subrepresentations S
of R;
(2) χ-stable, if and only if 〈χ,R〉
Q0
= 0 and 〈χ, S〉
Q0
> 0 for all proper subrepresentations S of R.
Proof. [18, Proposition 3.1]. 
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An (oriented) path of a quiver is a finite sequence of edges α1, . . . , αs, s. th. t(αi) = s(αi+1) for all
i = 1, . . . , s− 1. A path is called an (oriented) cycle if additionally s(α1) = t(αs). A cycle (α1, . . . , αs)
defines a morphism RepvQ −→ End(k
vs(α1)), R = (rα)α∈Q1 7→ rαs ◦ . . .◦ rα1 . Composing this map with
the trace function, we obtain a regular function on RepvQ.
Theorem 1.16 (Le Bruyn, Procesi). The ring of polynomial invariants for the action of GLv on Rep
v
Q
is generated by traces of oriented cycles in the quiver Q of length at most N2, where N =
∑
vi.
Proof. [20, Theorem 1]. 
If the quiver contains no oriented cycles, then k[V]G = k and hence for any character χ ∈ Char
(
GLv
)
the quotient Vss(χ)//GLv is projective over k. This special case has already been obtained by King
([18, Proposition 4.3]). If the quiver contains a cycle, then there is a non constant, invariant function,
and hence k ( k[V]G, which in turn implies that the quotient is non projective.
Example 1.17. Let (Q, v,M) be as specified by the diagram
(13) • nA 88
and assume n > 0. Then RepvQ = k
n×n and GLv = GLn acts by conjugation (g,A) 7→ gAg
−1. Let
χ ∈ Z = Char(GLn) be a character.
By Theorem 1.15, a point R ∈ RepvQ is χ-semistable if χn = 0 and if for all U ⊂ k
n with R(U) ⊂ U ,
we have χ dimU ≥ 0. Hence for χ 6= 0, there are no χ-semistable points. But every point is 0-
semistable. However, R is 0-stable only if there is no proper R-invariant linear subspace U ⊂ kn.
But when n > 1, then every matrix R has such subspaces (choose any eigenvector w ∈ kn and put
U := 〈w〉).
Now we consider the ring k[RepvQ]
GLn of GLn-invariant functions on k
n×n. Taking traces of oriented
cycles in the quiver Q means considering the morphisms tl : k
n×n −→ k, A 7→ trAl. Theorem 1.16
tells us that
k[RepvQ]
GLn = k [t1, . . . , tn2 ] .
In this case it suffices of course to take only the first n functions t1, . . . , tn.
We will need versions of both theorems for the case where M ( Q0 is a proper subset. They can be
obtained by applying the two reduction steps described below. Let us stress again that this reduction
to the special situation is not new. Crawley-Boevey applied this method in [5] to the study of framed
quiver moduli, initiated by Nakajima in [24]. In [8], Halic and Stupariu use this reduction to generalize
Theorem 1.16 to our situation (and hence they obtained Corollary 1.21). It is also implicitly used in
[7][Appendix by Le Bruyn and Reineke]. Since we don’t know of a reference where this reduction is
presented in the generality we need, we include a description.
Step One. Let Q be a quiver, v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector, and M ⊂ Q0 a subset. We can assume
w.l.o.g. that no edge connects two unmarked vertices, since they are unaffected by the group action.
Construct a new quiver Q˜ and a new dimension vector v˜ ∈ NQ˜0 as follows:
• collapse all unmarked vertices to a single one, denoted by ∞;
• replace all edges α ∈ Q1 connecting a marked vertex i ∈ M and an unmarked vertex j /∈ M ,
by vj edges, connecting i and ∞ (keep the orientation);
• put v˜i := vi for i ∈M and v˜∞ := 1;
(14)
n
•



// 3
◦
•
n
◦
2
oo
7→
n
•



**//44 ◦ 1
xx

•
n
Lemma 1.18. There is a natural GLv,M -equivariant isomorphism of varieties
Φ : RepvQ
∼=
−→ Repv˜
Q˜
.
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Proof. Arrows connecting marked vertices remain unchanged. So we have to look only at arrows that
link marked with unmarked vertices. If the original quiver consists of an arrow from a marked vertex
to an unmarked one with dimension vectors n and m: n•
// m
◦ , then Rep
v
Q = Hom(k
n, km) and
Repv˜
Q˜
= Hom(kn, k)m. In both cases the group acting on the representation space is GLn. The
isomorphism Φ then maps a m × n matrix A ∈ Hom(kn, km) to its m rows Ai ∈ Hom(k
n, k). This
defines an equivariant map, since
(15)
(
A1
...
Am
)
g−1 =

 A1g−1...
Amg
−1

 for any g ∈ GLn .
Proceed similarly with arrows n•
m
◦
oo going from an unmarked arrow to a marked one. 
Step Two. Let Q be a quiver, v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector and ∞ ∈ Q0 a distinguished vertex with
v∞ = 1. Put M := Q0\{∞} and choose a character χ ∈ Char(GLv,M ). Replace M by the full set
Q0 and observe that the set of (semi)stable points and the respective quotients do not change, if the
character is suitably extended to a character of GLv. This is indicated in the following diagram.
(16)
v1
•



•
v2
◦
1
oo
7→
v1
•



•
v2
•
1
oo
χ = (χ1, χ2) 7→ χ˜ = (χ1, χ2,−χ1v1 − χ2v2)
To be more precise, define the character χ˜ ∈ Char(GLv) by
(17) χ˜∞ := −
∑
i∈M
χivi, χ˜i := χi fu¨r i ∈M.
Lemma 1.19. The χ-(semi)stable points in RepvQ (with respect to the action of GLv,M) are the χ˜-
(semi)stable points in RepvQ (with respect to the action of GLv), and the corresponding quotients agree.
Proof. The crucial remark is that the action of GLv on Rep
v
Q is induced by the action of GLv,M and
the morphism α : GLv −→ GLv,M , ((gm)m∈M , z) 7→
(
z−1gm
)
m∈M
. Furthermore, we have χ˜ = χ ◦ α.
Therefore the χ˜k-invariant functions are exactly the χk-invariant functions. It follows immediately
that the respective subsets of (semi)stable points coincide.
Now let U ⊂ RepvQ be any GLv- (and hence GLv,M )-invariant open subset. A morphism U −→ Y
into any variety Y is GLv-invariant if and only if it is GLv,M -invariant. Therefore the quotient U//GLv
exists if and only if the quotient U//GLv,M exists, in which case they agree. 
Putting both steps together, we reduce the general setup, given by a quiver Q, a dimension vector
v, and a set of marked vertices M ⊂ Q0 to the situation where the full group GLv˜ acts on the repre-
sentation space Repv˜
Q˜
.
Now we are able to formulate versions of the theorems cited above for the general situation.
Corollary 1.20. Let Q be a quiver, v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector, and M ⊂ Q0 a subset of marked
vertices. Fix a character χ ∈ Char
(
GLv,M
)
.
A representation R = (rα)α∈Q1 ∈ Rep
v
Q is χ-semistable if and only if
(1) all subrepresentations S = (U,ψ) of R with Um = {0} for all m /∈M satisfy 〈χ, S〉M ≥ 0;
(2) all subrepresentations S = (U,ψ) of R with Um = k
vm for all m /∈M satisfy 〈χ, S〉
M
≥ 〈χ,R〉
M
.
The representation is χ-stable, if and only if the inequalities are strict whenever these subrepresentations
are proper.
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Proof. Let (Q˜, v˜, M˜ , χ˜) be the data obtained by applying the reduction procedure. We have a nat-
ural isomorphism Φ : Repv,Q
∼=
−→ Repv˜,Q˜, and we have to check whether the representation Φ(R) is
χ˜-(semi)stable with respect to the GLv˜-action. Recall that all unmarked vertices in Q are collapsed
to a single one in Q˜, denoted by ∞, of dimension 1. By Theorem 1.15 we have to consider subrepre-
sentations of Φ(R). At the vertex ∞, it is either the null space {0} or the full space k. Indeed, the
subrepresentations of S of R that assign either the null space or the full space kvm to all the unmarked
vertices m /∈M correspond bijectively to the subrepresentations S˜ of Φ(R). Furthermore
〈χ˜, S˜〉Q˜0 =
∑
m∈M
χm dim S˜m + χ˜∞ dim S˜∞
= 〈χ, S〉M − 〈χ,R〉M dim S˜∞.
(18)
In particular 〈χ˜,Φ(R)〉Q˜0 = 0. Now the statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.15. 
To formulate Theorem 1.16 in the more general setup, call a cycle marked if it starts (and ends) at
a marked vertex. If we are given a path connecting two unmarked vertices in (Q,M) it defines a map
RepvQ −→ Hom(k
vs(α1) , kvt(αs)). Composing with the natural coordinate functions on the latter space,
it induces vs(α1)vt(αs) natural regular functions on Rep
v
Q. The paths connecting unmarked vertices
correspond to vs(α1)vt(αs) cycles starting (and ending) at ∞ in the quiver Q˜. Under the isomorphism
RepvQ
∼= Repv˜Q˜ the traces of the latter cycles correspond exactly to the coordinate functions of the
former paths. Hence we obtain the following corollary (this result has been obtained by Halic and
Stupariu in [8]):
Corollary 1.21 (Halic, Stupariu). Let Q be a quiver, v ∈ NQ0 a dimension vector, and M ⊂ Q0 a
subset of marked vertices. Fix a character χ ∈ Char
(
GLv,M
)
.
The ring of invariants k[RepvQ]
GLv,M is generated by traces of marked cycles and by coordinate
functions of paths with unmarked source and tail. In particular, the quotient space of χ-semistable
representations by GLv,M is projective if and only if there are no cycles and no paths with unmarked
source and tail.
For an example consider the space of linear dynamical systems: Fix (n,m, p) ∈ N>0 ×N2. A linear
dynamical system of type (n,m, p) is a triple Σ = (A,B,C,D) of matrices A ∈ kn×n, B ∈ kn×m,
C ∈ kp×n, and D ∈ kp×m. The affine space of all linear dynamical systems of type (n,m, p), which we
will denote by Σ˜n,m,p, is the representation space Rep
(n,m,p)
Q of the quiver Q described by the following
diagram
(19) n•A ::::::
C

◦m
Boo
D
  




◦
p
In control theory, linear dynamical systems are studied up to change of basis in the state space kn. This
is the action of GLn ⊂ GLn,m,p on the representation space we obtain by marking only the inner vertex.
We want to identify the respective sets of χ-(semi)stable points using Corollary 1.20. This is
surprisingly simple and thus shows the power of this machinery. Byrnes and Hurt in [3] first used
geometric invariant theory to construct and study these quotients. Later Tannenbaum [33] did the
same. See also [13, Chapter 7]. There is a recent article [7, in particular Proposition 4.1 and Lemma
5.4.1], where a different proof of the following proposition involving the controllability matrix and the
Hilbert-Mumford criterion of stability is given and the graded ring ⊕k≥0k[Σ˜n,m,p]
GLn
detk
is described. See
[4] for the notions of controllability and observability of linear dynamical systems.
Proposition 1.22 (Byrnes, Hurt). Let χ ∈ Z ∼= Char(GLn) be a character.
(1) When χ > 0, then a point Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is χ-stable if and only if it is χ-semistable if and only if
it is controllable.
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(2) When χ = 0, then every system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is χ-semistable. It is χ-stable if and only if it is
controllable and observable.
(3) When χ < 0, then a system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is χ-stable if and only if it is χ-semistable if and only
if it is observable.
Proof. Let Σ = (A,B,C,D) ∈ RepvQ be a representation. A subrepresentation S of R is given by a
triple of subspaces U ⊂ kn, V ⊂ kp, and W ⊂ km, such that A(U) ⊂ U , B(W ) ⊂ U , D(W ) ⊂ V ,
and C(U) ⊂ V . We have to consider the cases a) V = kp and W = km and b) V = W = {0}.
The first situation corresponds to finding an A-invariant subspace U ⊂ kn, such that imB ⊂ U .
The second situation means finding an A-invariant subspace U ⊂ kn, such that kerC ⊃ U . Since
〈χ, S〉
M
= χ dimU and 〈χ,R〉
M
= χn, we derive the following two conditions for χ-semistability from
Corollary 1.20:
(1)
(
U ( kn, A(U) ⊂ U, imB ⊂ U
)
=⇒ χ dimU ≥ χn;
(2)
(
U 6= 0, A(U) ⊂ U, kerC ⊃ U
)
=⇒ χ dimU ≥ 0.
Replace the inequalities by strict ones to obtain the stability criteria. When χ = 0, then all representa-
tions Σ are χ-semistable. In the other cases all semistable points are stable and the stability conditions
translate to
(1) ∄U ( kn with A(U) ⊂ U and imB ⊂ U , when χ > 0;
(2) ∄ 0 6= U ⊂ kn with A(U) ⊂ U and kerC ⊃ U , when χ < 0.
As a consequence, when χ > 0, a representation Σ = (A,B,C,D) is χ-(semi)stable if and only if
(20)
∑
j≥0 imA
jB = kn, i.e. if and only if Σ is controllable.
To prove this, let Σ be a χ-stable system. Put U :=
∑
j≥0 A
jB. Then A(U) ⊂ U and imB ⊂ U . The
χ-stability now implies U = kn. Hence Σ is controllable. On the other hand, choose Σ controllable.
Let U ⊂ kn be any subspace with A(U) ⊂ U and imB ⊂ U . Then necessarily
∑
j≥0 imA
jB ⊂ U ,
whence U = kn by the controllability. Therefore the χ-(semi)stable points for any χ > 0 are exactly
the controllable linear dynamical systems.
Analogously, when χ < 0, a representation Σ = (A,B,C,D) is χ-(semi)stable if and only if
(21) ∩j≥0 kerCA
j = {0}.
Therefore the χ-(semi)stable points for any χ < 0 are exactly the observable linear dynamical systems.
For χ = 0, we see that the χ-stable points are those linear dynamical systems that are both
controllable and observable. 
The respective sets Σ˜cn,m,p and Σ˜
o
n,m,p of controllable and observable systems are thus the stable
loci of the action of GLn with respect to the characters ±1. We write
(22) Σcn,m,p := Σ˜
c
n,m,p//GLn and Σ
o
n,m,p := Σ˜
o
n,m,p
for the respective quotients.
Corollary 1.23. The moduli spaces Σcn,m,p and Σ
o
n,m,p of controllable and observable linear dynamical
systems are smooth irreducible algebraic varieties of dimension n(m+p)+pm. They are non-projective
and the quotient maps
Σ˜cn,m,p −→ Σ
c
n,m,p and Σ˜
o
n,m,p −→ Σ
o
n,m,p
are principal GLn-bundles.
Proof. We apply Theorem 1.11. All we have to prove is that the stabilizer of GLn of a controllable
(observable) system Σ is trivial. Let Σ = (A,B,C,D) be a controllable system. Then its controllability
matrix R(Σ) = [B,AB, . . . , An−1B] has rank n. Let g ∈ GLn be an element of the stabilizer of Σ,
i.e. gΣ = Σ. Then R(Σ) = R(gΣ) = gR(Σ). Therefore g = idn. Proceed analogously to prove the
statement for observable systems. 
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2. The Lomadze compactification
2.1. Lomadze systems. Fix non-negative integers n,m, p ∈ N with n > 0. The Lomadze compacti-
fication arises from generalizing the equations (1) to
(23) Kwt+1 + Lwt +Mξt = 0,
with matrices K,L ∈ k(n+p)×n and M ∈ k(n+p)×(p+m). Therefore we make the following definition:
Definition 2.1. A Lomadze system of type (n,m, p) is a triple (K,L,M) consisting of matrices
K,L ∈ k(n+p)×n and M ∈ k(n+p)×(p+m).
We denote the vector space of all Lomadze systems by L˜n,m,p. The reductive linear algebraic group
GLn,n+p = GLn×GLn+p acts on L˜n,m,p as follows:
(24) (g0, g1).(K,L,M) = (g1Kg
−1
0 , g1Lg
−1
0 , g1M) for (g0, g1) ∈ GLn,n+p and (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p.
In [22], Lomadze introduced notions of controllability and observability for systems S ∈ L˜n,m,p:
Definition 2.2. A system S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p is called controllable, if it satisfies
(1) rk[sK + tL] = n for some (s, t) ∈ k2;
(2) rk[sK + tL,M ] = n+ p for all 0 6= (s, t) ∈ k2.
The system S is called observable, if and only if
(1) rk[sK + tL] = n for all 0 6= (s, t) ∈ k2;
(2) rk[sK + tL,M ] = n+ p for some (s, t) ∈ k2.
We write L˜cn,m,p and L˜
o
n,m,p for the respective sets of controllable and observable systems.
A system S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p is called regular, if rk[K,Mp] = n + p where Mp ∈ k
(n+p)×p
consists of the first p columns of the matrix M . We denote the space of regular systems with L˜regn,m,p.
Remark 2.3. The subsets of controllable and observable Lomadze systems are open and invariant
with respect to the GLn,n+p-action.
There is a natural map ΦL : Σ˜n,m,p −→ L˜n,m,p that maps a system (A,B,C,D) ∈ Σ˜n,m,p to the
Lomadze system (K,L,M) defined by
(25) K =
(
idn
0
)
, L =
(
A
C
)
, M =
(
0 B
idp D
)
.
Furthermore, there is a natural inclusion of groups ϕL : GLn −→ GLn,n+p, g0 7→ (g0, g0 ⊕ idp).
Lemma 2.4. The map ΦL : Σ˜n,m,p −→ L˜n,m,p is a closed embedding and it is ϕL-equivariant, i.e. for
all Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p and for all g ∈ GLn
ΦL(g.Σ) = ϕL(g).ΦL(Σ).
Furthermore:
(1) Given a regular system S ∈ L˜n,m,p, there exists g ∈ GLn,n+p, such that g.S ∈ imΦL;
(2) Given a system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p and g ∈ GLn,n+p with gΦL(Σ) ∈ imΦL, then g = ϕL(g0) for some
g0 ∈ GLn.
(3) A system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is controllable (observable) if and only if ΦL(Σ) is controllable (observ-
able).
Proof. This follows from straightforward calculations. See [2, Lemma 3.14] for details. 
The following statement has been proved by Helmke for p = 0 in [11, Lemma 6.4]. The case p > 0
is implicit in [14], where a reachability matrix for Lomadze systems is defined. The proof given here
follows closely these references and is included for the reader’s convenience.
Proposition 2.5. Let S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p be a controllable or observable Lomadze system. Then
the stabilizer of the GLn,n+p-action at the point S is trivial.
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Proof. First, let us introduce an GLn,n+p-equivariant automorphisms on the space of all Lomadze
systems: To an invertible matrix Ω =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ GL2 and a matrix h ∈ GLp+m , we associate the
transformation
TΩ,h : L˜n,m,p −→ L˜n,m,p, (K,L,M) 7→ (αK + βL, γK + δL,Mh).
We now claim the following: Let S ∈ L˜n,m,p be a Lomadze system, such that there exists (s, t) ∈ k
2
verifying both rk[sK+tL] = n and rk[sK+tL,M ] = n+p. Then there exists Ω ∈ GL2 and h ∈ GLm+p,
such that TΩ,h(S) is regular.
To prove this claim, take (s, t) as in the assumption. Then there certainly exist numbers u, v ∈ k,
such that Ω := ( s tu v ) is invertible. Now we choose h ∈ GLp+m to be a permutation matrix, such that
Mh consists of the same columns as M , but reordered in such a way that the first p columns together
with the columns of [sK + tL] span the whole space kn+p. Then TΩ,h(S) is regular.
Notice that every controllable or observable system verifies the assumption of the preceeding claim.
Since TΩ,h is a GLn,n+p-equivariant isomorphism, a system S has trivial stabilizer if and only if
TΩ,h(S) has trivial stabilizer. Therefore we have reduced the statement to the case of regular systems.
So assume that S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p is a regular controllable or observable system. Then it is
equivalent to a system S′ = ΦL(Σ) for some Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p. Now let g = (g0, g1) ∈ GLn,n+p lie in the
stabilizer of S′. Since gS′ = S′ ∈ imΦL, we can apply Lemma 2.4 and conclude that g = ϕL(g0) for
some g ∈ GLn. But using gS
′ = ϕL(g0)ΦL(Σ) = ΦL(gΣ), it follows from gS
′ = S′ that gΣ = Σ. The
system ΦL(Σ) is controllable (resp. observable) if and only if Σ is controllable (resp. observable). But
the stabilizer of a controllable or observable system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p in GLn is trivial. Therefore g0 = idn.
Hence S′ has trivial stabilizer. But since the stabilizers of S and of S′ are conjugate also S′ has trivial
stabilizer. 
2.2. GIT quotients of Lomadze systems. Wewould like to construct the quotients L˜cn,m,p//GLn,n+p
and L˜on,m,p//GLn,n+p using geometric invariant theory. In order to do this, we need to exhibit the
respective subsets of controllable and observable Lomadze systems as the stable loci of some characters
of the group GLn,n+p.
Let QL be the following quiver:
(26) n•
L



K

•
n+p
◦
p+m
Moo
Notice that the space of representations of dimension (n, n + p, p +m) of this quiver is the space
of Lomadze systems: Rep
(n,n+p,p+m)
QL
= L˜n,m,p. Since the group GLn,n+p acts on L˜n,m,p by change of
basis on the respective vertices, we are able to apply the formalism of the first section of this article.
The first question we ask is: How many different stability notions are there? We had associated to
every character (χ0, χ1) ∈ Z2 ∼= Char(GLn,n+p) a stability condition. We will give an elementary proof
that there are only finitely many different stability conditions by grouping together characters that
actually have coinciding (semi)stable loci.
Lemma 2.6. Let (χ0, χ1) ∈ Z2 ∼= Char(GLn,n+p) be a character. If (χ0, χ1) ∈ Z2 satisfies one of the
following three inequalities:
χ0 > 0, χ1 < 0, nχ0 + (n+ p)χ1 < 0,
then there are no (χ0, χ1)-semistable systems in L˜n,m,p.
Proof. To test (χ0, χ1)-stability of a system S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p, we need to consider vector
subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p. The criteria of Corollary 1.20 read as follows:
• if K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , then χ0 dimU + χ1 dimV ≥ 0;
• if K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V and imM ⊂ V , then χ0 dimU + χ1 dimV ≥ χ0n+ χ1(n+ p).
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Put U := {0} and V := kn+p. Clearly K(U)+L(U) ⊂ V and imM ⊂ V . If χ0 > 0, this contradicts
the second inequality, if χ1 < 0, it contradicts the first one. Now assume that nχ0 + (n + p)χ1 < 0.
Put U := kn and V := kn+p to obtain a contradiction of the first inequality. 
Notice furthermore that a point S = (K,L,M) is (χ0, χ1)-(semi)stable, if and only if it is (lχ0, lχ1)-
(semi)stable for any l ∈ N>0. Therefore stability with respect to the character (χ0, χ1) only depends
on the fraction −χ0χ1 ∈ [0,∞]Q := {q ∈ Q
∣∣ q ≥ 0} ∪ {∞}.
Let χ ∈ [0,∞]Q. We will say that a point S = (K,L,M) is χ-(semi)stable if it is (χ0, χ1)-(semi)stable
for some (and hence for every) character (χ0, χ1) ∈ Z≤0 × Z≥0 with χ = −
χ0
χ1
.
Before proceeding, let us spell out the criteria of Corollary 1.20 in this situation: Let χ ∈ [0,∞]Q.
A system S = (K,L,M) is χ-semistable, if and only if for all subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p the
following two conditions hold:
(1) if (U 6= {0} or V 6= {0}) and K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , then χ ≤ dimVdimU .
(2) if (U ( kn or V ( kn+p), K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , and imM ⊂ V , then χ ≥ n+p−dimVn−dimU .
Again, to obtain the stability criteria, replace the inequalities by strict ones. Let χ ∈ [0,∞]Q and
assume that the corresponding stable and semistable loci differ, i.e. that there exists a system that is
χ-semistable, but not χ-stable. It follows from the criteria above that χ = vu for some 0 ≤ v ≤ n+ p
and 0 ≤ u ≤ n. Therefore we see that all parameters χ ∈ [0,∞]Q admitting χ-semistable but not
χ-stable points are contained in the finite set
(27) Λ :=
{ v
u
∈ [0,∞]Q
∣∣ 0 ≤ v ≤ n+ p, 0 ≤ u ≤ n} .
Definition 2.7. Let λ ∈ Λ. A system S = (K,L,M) is called λ-lowerstable (respectively λ-
upperstable), if for all subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p the following hold:
(1) if (dimU > 0 or dimV > 0) and K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , then
λ <
dimV
dimU
(
respectively λ ≤
dimV
dimU
)
;
(2) if (U ( kn or V ( kn+p), K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , and imM ⊂ V , then
λ ≥
n+ p− dimV
n− dimU
(
respectively λ >
n+ p− dimV
n− dimU
)
.
Notice that the notion of λ-upper(lower)stability is a compromise between λ-semistability and λ-
stability. A priori, this is not a GIT-stability condition.
With every parameter λ ∈ Λ we associate the following two intervals in [0,∞]Q:
(1) ∆−λ :=
{
χ ∈ [0,∞]Q
∣∣χ > λ and χ < λ′ for all λ < λ′ ∈ Λ}.
(2) ∆+λ :=
{
χ ∈ [0,∞]Q
∣∣χ < λ and χ > λ′ for all λ < λ′ ∈ Λ}.
If we write Λ = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λs} and order the parameters such that 0 ≤ λ1 < λ2 < . . . < λs ≤ ∞
holds, then ∆−λi = ∆
+
λi+1
and these intervals are the connected components of [0,∞]Q − Λ.
Proposition 2.8. Let λ ∈ Λ and let S = (K,L,M) ∈ L˜n,m,p. Let χ ∈ ∆
+
λ (respectively in ∆
−
λ ). Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is λ-upperstable (respectively λ-lowerstable);
(2) S is χ-stable;
(3) S is χ-semistable.
Proof. We prove the statement for χ ∈ ∆+λ . The proof for χ ∈ ∆
−
λ is analogous. Fix χ ∈ ∆
+
λ . Assume
S to be λ-upperstable. Let U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p be vector subspaces. Assume thatK(U)+L(U) ⊂ V .
If dimU + dimV > 0, then by assumption λ < dimVdimU ∈ Λ. Therefore χ <
dimV
dimU .
Now assume that K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , imM ⊂ V , and dimU + dimV < 2n + p. Then χ > λ ≥
n+p−dimV
n−dimU . Therefore S is χ-stable.
Every χ-stable system is χ-semistable. So let us prove the last implication. Assume that S is χ-
semistable. Again, given subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p, we have to distinguish two cases: First, if
dimU + dimV > 0 and K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , then λ < χ ≤ dimVdimU . Secondly, if dimU + dimV < 2n+ p
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and K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V ⊃ imM , then χ ≥ n+p−dimVn−dimU =: λ
′ ∈ Λ. Therefore λ ≥ λ′. This proves that S
is λ-upperstable. 
We see that the notion of χ-stability is preserved when the parameters χ vary within an interval
∆+λ : for every χ ∈ ∆
+
λ a system S is χ-stable if and only if it is χ-semistable if and only if it is
λ-upperstable. Therefore the condition of being λ-upperstable is a GIT-stability condition. And there
are only finitely many GIT-stability conditions.
Corollary 2.9. Let λ ∈ Λ. A system S ∈ L˜n,m,p is λ-stable if and only if it is λ-upper- and λ-
lowerstable.
Proposition 2.10. Let Σ ∈ Σ˜cn,m,p be a linear dynamical system and let ΦL : Σ˜n,m,p −→ L˜n,m,p be
the closed embedding defined above.
(1) The system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is −1-stable if and only if ΦL(Σ) ∈ L˜n,m,p is 1-lowerstable.
(2) The system Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is 1-stable if and only if ΦL(Σ) ∈ L˜n,m,p is 1-upperstable.
Proof. Put S := ΦL(Σ). Write S = (K,L,M), assume Σ to be −1-stable, and choose vector subspaces
U ⊂ Kn and V ⊂ kn+p, such that K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V . From the equality K =
(
idn
0
)
we know that
U ⊂ V (once we have identified kn with its image in kn ⊕ kp = kn+p). Now U = V is only possible
when U is trivial, since otherwise the fact that L(U) = (AC ) (U) ⊂ V implies that A(U) ⊂ U and
kerC ⊃ U . This is excluded by the observability of Σ. If U ( V , then − dimU + dimV > 0. Now
assume additionally that imM ⊂ V . From M =
(
0 B
idp D
)
we conclude that U ⊕ kp ⊂ V and thus that
dimV ≥ dimU + p. Therefore −(n− dimU) + (n+ p− dim V ) = dimU + p− dimV ≤ 0. Hence the
system S is 1-lowerstable.
Now suppose S to be 1-lowerstable. If Σ is not −1-stable, there exists a non trivial vector subspace
U ⊂ kn, such that A(U) ⊂ U and kerC ⊃ U . It follows that K(U) + L(U) ⊂ U ⊂ kn+p. But
− dimU + dimU = 0, which is not possible if S is 1-lowerstable.
The proof of the second statement is completely analogous, so we omit it. 
Notice that the previous theorem relies only on geometric invariant theory. We started with stability
conditions on the space of linear dynamical systems Σ˜n,m,p given by the characters 1 and −1 of the
group GLn. The question asked was, whether the open subset of 1-stable (−1-stable) systems Σ was
mapped under the morphism ΦL : Σ˜n,m,p −→ S˜n,m,p in an open subset of χ-stable systems for some
χ ∈ [0,∞]Q. We answered this question in the affirmative and were able to identify the set of characters
χ that fulfill the requirement.
We were interested in the 1-stable (−1-stable) systems Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p because these are exactly the con-
trollable (observable) systems. Lomadze already introduced a notion of controllability (observability)
for Lomadze systems, and it comes as no surprise that the controllable (obserable) Lomadze systems
are exactly the 1-upperstable (1-lowerstable) Lomadze systems. This will be shown in the following
proposition. Let us stress that the strategy adopted here serves two purposes: It allows us to realize
the moduli space of Lomadze systems as an algebraic variety, which is by no means trivial, but also it
shows how controllability conditions can be generalized using geometric invariant theory. It might be
interesting to know whether the other stability notions also admit a control theoretic interpretation.
Proposition 2.11 (Okonek, Teleman). A Lomadze system S ∈ L˜n,m,p is
(1) controllable if and only if it is 1-upperstable;
(2) observable if and only if it is 1-lowerstable.
Proof. The first statement is [25, Theorem 1.5]. So let us prove the second one (the proof follows the
same lines). Assume S to be −1-stable. Suppose rk [sK + tL] < n for some (s, t) 6= 0 ∈ k2. Assume
w.l.o.g. that s = 1. Put U := ker [sK + tL] and V := L(U). Then K(U) ⊂ V , since for x ∈ U we have
K(x) + tL(x) = 0 ∈ V , tL(x) ∈ V , and hence K(x) ∈ V . But − dimU +dimV ≤ 0, which contradicts
the assumed −1-lowerstability.
We have to prove that if rk[sK+ tL,M ] < n+ p for all (s, t) ∈ k2, then there exist vector subspaces
U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p, with K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V , imM ⊂ V , and such that −(n− dimU) + (n + p−
dimV ) > 0. Put W := imM , choose a basis kn+p/W ∼= kn+p−dimW , and consider the induced maps
K¯, L¯ : kn −→ kn+p/W ∼= kn+p−dimW .
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By assumption rk[sK¯ + tL¯] < n + p − dimW for all (s, t) ∈ k2. Hence we can apply a theorem of
Gantmacher [6, Theorem 12.3.4], which states that there exist linear automorphisms g : kn
∼=
−→ kn and
h : kn+p−dimW
∼=
−→ kn+p−dimW , such that
(28) hK¯g−1 =
(
K¯ε 0
0 ∗
)
and hL¯g−1 =
(
L¯ε 0
0 ∗
)
,
where K¯ε =
(
0
idε
)
and L¯ε =
(
idε
0
)
for some ε < n. We assume w.l.o.g. that K¯ and L¯ are already in
that form. Now put U := 〈eε+1, . . . , en〉 ⊂ k
n and V˜ := 〈eε+2, . . . , en+p−dimW 〉 ⊂ k
n+p−dimW . Let V
be the preimage of V˜ under the quotient map kn+p −→ kn+p/W ∼= kn+p−dimW . Then we obtain:
(1) K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V and imM ⊂ V ;
(2) dimV < dimU + p.
This yields the contradiction we were looking for.
Now assume S to be observable. Choose vector subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p, such that
K(U) + L(U) ⊂ V . From observability it follows that rk[sK + tL] = n for all (s, t) 6= 0 ∈ k2. Clearly
(sK + tL)(U) ⊂ V and hence dimU ≤ dim V . Suppose dimU = dimV . Let ϕs,t : U −→ V be the
morphism induced by sK + tL. Since k is algebraically closed, we have detϕs,t = 0 for some pair
(s, t) 6= 0, and thus ϕs,t is not injective. This is a contradiction and hence the first condition for S
being 1-lowerstable is verified.
Suppose now that for some vector subspaces U ⊂ kn and V ⊂ kn+p we have K(U)+L(U) ⊂ V and
imM ⊂ V . We know that rk[sK + tL,M ] = n+ p for some (s, t) ∈ k2, i.e.
ψs,t = [sK + tL,M ] : k
n ⊕ km+p −→ kn+p
is surjective. We have ψs,t(U ⊕ k
m+p) ⊂ V by assumption, so the morphism factors:
kn ⊕ km+p
ψs,t //

kn+p

kn/U
ψs,t //____ kn+p/V
Since ψs,t is surjective by construction, we conclude that n−dimU ≥ n+p−dimV , which is equivalent
to the inequality needed to complete the proof. 
Corollary 2.12. Let S ∈ L˜n,m,p be a Lomadke system.
(1) The system S is controllable if and only if it is χ-semistable or χ-stable for any χ = (χ0, χ1) ∈
Z≤0 × Z≥0 satisfying (n− 1)χ0 + nχ1 < 0 and χ0 + χ1 > 0.
(2) The system S is observable if and only if it is χ-semistable or χ-stable for any χ = (χ0, χ1) ∈
Z≤0 × Z≥0 satisfying (n+ 1)χ0 + nχ1 > 0 and χ0 + χ1 < 0.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from the observation that Λ+1 = (
n−1
n , 1) and Λ
−
1 = (1,
n+1
n )
considering that we identified a character χ = (χ0, χ1) with the point −
χ0
χ1
∈ [0,∞]Q. 
Since the respective subsets of controllable and observable Lomadze systems are given as the stable
loci with respect to some character of GLn,n+p, we can define
(29) Lcn,m,p := L˜
c
n,m,p//GLn,n+p and L
o
n,m,p := L˜
o
n,m,p//GLn,n+p .
By Lc,regn,m,p (respectively L
o,reg
n,m,p) we denote the image of L˜
c
n,m,p∩L˜
reg
n,m,p (respectively L˜
o
n,m,p∩L˜
reg
n,m,p) in
the corresponding quotient space. The closed embedding ΦL : Σ˜n,m,p →֒ L˜n,m,p induces isomorphisms
(30) Σcn,m,p
∼=
−→ Lc,regn,m,p ⊂ L
c
n,m,p and Σ
o
n,m,p
∼=
−→ Lo,regn,m,p ⊂ L
o
n,m,p.
Corollary 2.13. The quotient maps L˜cn,m,p −→ L
c
n,m,p and L˜
p
n,m,p −→ L
o
n,m,p are principal GLn,n+p-
bundles. The quotients Lcn,m,p and L
o
n,m,p are smooth, projective algebraic varieties of dimension
n(m+ p) + pm.
Proof. The quotient maps are principal bundles by from Proposition 2.5 and Proposition 1.11. The
quotients are projective by Corollary 1.21. 
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2.3. The geometry of the Lomadze compactification. In [32], Strømme describes a certain Quot
scheme as the base space of a principal bundle. Ravi and Rosenthal observed in [26] that this principal
bundle coincides with the quotient map L˜cn,m,p −→ L
c
n,m,p. We will need this algebraic description in
order to be able to give a precise algebraic description of the Helmke compactification and to compare
the two compactifications.
Fix natural numbers r < q and d, as well as a k-vector space V of dimension q. Put P := (T+1)r+d ∈
Q[T ] and E := V ⊗OP1
k
. Let R := QuotP,E
P1
k
/k
be the Quot scheme parametrizing the quotients
(31) V ⊗OP1
k
−→ Q −→ 0
on P1k of degree d and rank r.
In [32], Strømme exhibited this quot scheme as the base space of a GLd,r+d-principal bundle X0 −→ R
with X0 an open subset of the affine space
(32) X = HomO
P1
k
(
kd ⊗OP1
k
(−1), kr+d ⊗OP1
k
)
×Homk
(
V, kr+d
)
.
To be more precise, associate to an element (µ, ν) ∈ X the diagram
(33) kd ⊗OP1
k
(−1)
µ // kr+d ⊗OP1
k
// cokerµ // 0
V ⊗OP1
k
ν
OO
ν˜
99rrrrrrrrrrr
Let X0 be the open subset of pairs (µ, ν) that verify
(1) the morphism µ : kd ⊗OP1
k
(−1) −→ kr+d ⊗OP1
k
is an injective morphism of sheaves;
(2) the induced map ν˜ : V ⊗OP1
k
−→ cokerµ is surjective.
The group GLd,r+d acts on X and X0 by change of basis. By definition of X0 there is a natural
GLd,r+d-invariant morphism g : X0 −→ R. Let us recall how it acts on k-rational points (see [32] and
[2] for a more detailed discussion): To a pair (µ, ν) ∈ X0 we associate the point [ν˜ : V ⊗ OP1
k
−→
cokerµ −→ 0] ∈ R.
Let p
R
: R × P1k −→ R be the projection and consider the universal sequence on R twisted by an
integer t ≥ −1:
(34) 0 −→ A(t) −→ V ⊗OR×P1
k
(t) −→ B(t) −→ 0.
The sheaves
(35) Bt := (pR)∗B(t)
are easily seen to be locally free of rank (t+1)r+d. Denote the principal GL(t+1)r+d-bundles associated
with Bt by pt : Pt −→ R. Then
(36) p : P−1 ×R P0 −→ R
is a principal GLd×GLr+d-bundle on R.
Theorem 2.14 (Strømme). There is a canonical GLd ×GLr+d-equivariant isomorphism
X0
∼= //
g
  A
AA
AA
AA
A
P1 ×R P0
p
zzuu
uu
uu
uu
u
R
of algebraic varieties over R.
In particular:
(1) g : X0 −→ R is a principal GLd×GLr+d-bundle;
(2) R is a smooth, projective variety of dimension q(r + d)− r2.
Proof. [32, Theorem 2.1]. 
When q = r + 1, this Quot scheme is a projective space.
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Proposition 2.15. Let r, d ∈ N≥0, and let V be a k-vector space of dimension q := r + 1. Put
P := (T + 1)r + d ∈ Q[T ], E := V ⊗ OP1
k
, and let R := QuotP,E
P1
k
/k
be the Quot scheme parametrizing
quotients
V ⊗OP1
k
−→ B −→ 0
of degree d and rank r. There is a natural isomorphism
R
∼=
−→ Grassk
(
V ⊗H0
(
OP1
k
(d)
)
, P (d)
)
∼= P
q(d+1)−1
k .
Proof. This is an adapted version of the construction explained e.g. in [15]. See [2, Proposition 1.13]
for a detailed proof. A k-rational point [q : V ⊗OP1
k
−→ Q −→ 0] of R is mapped by this isomorphism
to the sequence [
0 −→ H0(ker q(d)) −→ V ⊗H0
(
OP1
k
(d)
)
−→ H0(Q(d)) −→ 0
]
,
which defines a point in Grassk
(
V ⊗H0
(
OP1
k
(d)
)
, P (d)
)
. 
Lemma 2.16. Let r ≥ 0, d > 0, and let V be a k-vector space of dimension q > r. Then the vector
bundle B−1 has non trivial Chern polynomial.
Proof. Let Pdk be the projective space of lines in H
0(OP1
k
(d)). Then the universal line bundle on Pdk
is given as a subbundle 0 −→ O Pd
k
(−1) −→ H0(OP1
k
(d))⊗O Pd
k
. This inclusion induces a morphism of
sheaves on Pdk × P
1
k:
a˜ : O Pd
k
(−1)⊠OP1
k
(−d) −→
(
H0(OP1
k
(d)) ⊗O Pd
k
)
⊠OP1
k
(−d) −→ O Pd
k
×P1
k
.
Choose a vector subspace j : U →֒ V of codimension r + 1 and a parametrized line i : k →֒ V that
intersects U trivially. Consider the morphism of sheaves
a : K := U ⊗O Pd
k
×P1
k
⊕
(
O Pd
k
(−1)⊠OP1
k
(−d)
)
−→ V ⊗O Pd
k
×P1
k
that is induced by i ◦ a˜ and by j. Let p : Pdk × P
1
k −→ P
d
k and q : P
d
k × P
1
k −→ P
1
k be the respective
projections. By construction the morphism a is injective on the fibers over p and thus its cokernel
Q := coker a is flat over P1k with Hilbert polynomial (T + 1)r + d on the fibers of p.
Let α : Pdk −→ R be the corresponding morphism to the Quot scheme R. By cohomology and base
change, we have α∗B−1 = p∗Q(−1) =: Q−1. Thus it suffices to prove the statement for Q−1.
Twist the sequence 0 −→ K −→ V ⊗ O Pd
k
×P1
k
−→ Q −→ 0 by −1 (i.e. tensor it with q∗OP1
k
(−1))
and the push it forward via p to obtain the sequence
0 −→ Q−1 −→ R
1p∗K(−1) −→ R
1p∗V ⊗O Pd
k
×P1
k
(−1) = 0,
and hence an isomorphism Q−1 ∼= R
1p∗K(−1). Recall that K = U⊗O Pd
k
×P1
k
⊕
(
O Pd
k
(−1)⊠OP1
k
(−d)
)
.
The statement now follows from the observation that R1p∗K(−1) = H
1(OP1
k
(−d − 1)) ⊗ O Pd
k
(−1) ∼=
H0(OP1
k
(d− 1))∨ ⊗O Pd
k
(−1). 
Now we specialise to the case of quotients of V ⊗ OP1
k
−→ Q −→ 0 of rank p and degree n, where
V := km+p. There is a straightforward identification of the space
X = HomO
P1
k
(
kn ⊗OP1
k
(−1), kn+p ⊗OP1
k
)
×Homk
(
km+p, kn+p
)
with the space of Lomadze systems.
Proposition 2.17 (Ravi, Rosenthal). There is a canonical GLn,n+p-equivariant isomorphism of alge-
braic varieties
L˜n,m,p
∼=
−→ X = HomO
P1
k
(
kn ⊗OP1
k
(−1), kn+p ⊗OP1
k
)
×Homk
(
kp+m, kn+p
)
.
Under this isomorphism the open subset L˜cn,m,p of controllable systems corresponds to the open subset
X0.
In particular, there exists a canonical isomorphism
Lcn,m,p
∼= Quot
P,E
P1
k
/k
,
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where P = (T + 1)p+ n and E = kp+m ⊗OP1
k
, i.e. QuotP,E
P1
k
/k
parametrizes quotients
kp+m ⊗OP1
k
−→ Q −→ 0
of rank p and degree n.
Proof. Given a linear dynamical system (K,L,M), we put
F := Ks+ Lt ∈ k[s, t](n+p)×n.
It corresponds to a morphism of graded k[s, t]-modules
k[s, t](−1)n −→ k[s, t]n+p
and thus to an element F˜ ∈ HomO
P1
k
(
kn ⊗OP1
k
(−1), kn+p ⊗OP1
k
)
.
Furthermore M ∈ k(n+p)×(p+m) ∼= Homk
(
km+p, kn+p
)
, so that (F˜ ,M) ∈ X . Clearly the assignment
(K,L,M) 7→ (F˜ ,M) defines an isomorphism of GLn,n+p-varieties.
Now check that under this morphism the controllable systems are indeed mapped onto the open subset
X0 defined by Strømme. 
Corollary 2.18. The group underlying the Chow ring A∗
(
Lcn,m,p
)
is free abelian of rank
rkZ A
∗
(
Lcn,m,p
)
=
(
m+ p
p
)(
n+ 2m− 1
n
)
.
In the case k = C, we have Ak(Lcn,m,p) ∼= H
2k(Lcn,m,p,Z) and the odd cohomology vanishes. In
particular, the topological Euler characteristic is χtop(L
c
n,m,p) = rkZ A
∗
(
Lcn,m,p
)
.
Proof. This follows from [32, Corollary 1.4] and the subsequent remark together with [32, Theorem
3.5] 
Corollary 2.19. The principal bundle L˜cn,m,p −→ L
c
n,m,p is non trivial when n,m ≥ 1.
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 2.16. 
Example 2.20 (Single Input Systems). By Proposition 2.15 and Proposition 2.17 we have
(1) Lcn,1,p
∼= P
(p+1)(n+1)−1
k ;
(2) Lcn,1
∼= Pnk .
Put N := (p+ 1)(n+ 1)− 1. For t = −1, 0, the locally free sheaf Bt on PNk is given as an extension
0 −→ kp+1 ⊗H1
(
OP1
k
(t)
)
⊗O PN
k
−→ Bt −→ R
1π1∗A(t) −→ 0,
where π1 : PNk × P
1
k −→ P
N
k is the projection to the first factor.
Now observe that Ext1PN
k
(
R1π1∗A(t), k
p+1 ⊗H0
(
OP1
k
(t)
))
= 0, and therefore we obtain
• B−1 ∼= H
0
(
OP1
k
(n− 1)
)∨
⊗O PN
k
(−1);
• B0 ∼=
(
H0
(
OP1
k
(n− 2)
)∨
⊗O PN
k
(−1)
)
⊕
(
kp+1 ⊗O PN
k
)
.
This completely describes the principal bundles L˜cn,1,p −→ L
c
n,1,p: by Proposition 2.17 we know that
the principal bundle L˜cn,1,p −→ L
c
n,1,p is isomorphic to the principal bundle P−1 ×R P0 −→ R, where
R = PNk . So we need to understand the two bundles P−1 −→ R and P0 −→ R. But these are defined
to be the principal bundles of frames in the vector bundles B−1 and B0, respectively. In general, if
E −→ X is a vector bundle over a variety X of rank r, then the principal GLr-bundle P −→ X of
frames in E is given as follows: over a point x ∈ X the fiber Px = Isom(k
r, Ex) consists of the set of
isomorphisms of kr with the fiber of the vector bundle E over x. The group GLr acts naturally on this
space.
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3. The Helmke compactification
The Helmke compactification generalizes the equations (1) to
(37) Ext+1 = Axt +But, Fyt = Cxt +Dut
by introducing additional matrices E ∈ kn×n and F ∈ kp×p.
Definition 3.1. A Helmke system of type (n,m, p) is a 6-tuple (E,A,B,C,D, F ), consisting of ma-
trices E,A ∈ kn×n, B ∈ kn×m, C ∈ kp×n, D ∈ kp×m, F ∈ kp×p.
We denote the vector space of all Helmke systems by H˜n,m,p. The reductive linear algebraic group
GLn,n,p = GLn×GLn×GLp acts on H˜n,m,p as follows:
(38) (g0, g1, g2).(E,A,B,C,D, F ) = (g1Eg
−1
0 , g1Ag
−1
0 , g1B, g2Cg
−1
0 , g2D, g2F )
for (g0, g1, g2) ∈ GLn,n,p and (E,A,B,C,D, F ) ∈ H˜n,m,p.
Definition 3.2. A Helmke system H = (E,A,B,C,D, F ) ∈ H˜n,m,p is called controllable if it verifies
the following three conditions:
(1) det[sE + tA] 6= 0 for some (s, t) ∈ k2;
(2) rk[sE + tA,B] = n for all (s, t) ∈ k2\{0};
(3) rk[F,C,D] = p.
There is a natural map ΦH : Σ˜n,m,p −→ H˜n,m,p, Σ = (A,B,C,D) 7→ H = (idn, A,B,C,D, idp).
Furthermore, there is a natural inclusion ϕH : GLn −→ GLn,n,p, g0 7→ (g0, g0, idp).
Lemma 3.3. The map ΦH : Σ˜n,m,p −→ H˜n,m,p is a closed ϕH-equivariant embedding.
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation. 
Proposition 3.4. Let H = (E,A,B,C,D, F ) ∈ H˜n,m,p be a controllable Helmke system. Then the
stabilizer of the GLn,n,p-action at the point H is trivial.
Proof. Let H = (E,A,B,C,D, F ) be controllable and let g = (g0, g1, g2) ∈ GLn,n,p be an element
in the stabilizer of H . Then clearly S := (E,A,B) ∈ L˜n,m is a controllable Lomadze system and
(g0, g1) ∈ GLn,n is an element in the stabilizer of S. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that g0 = g1 =
idn. Therefore gH = (E,A,B, g2C, g2D, g2F ). By assumption the rank of the matrix [C,D, F ] is p.
Therefore g2 = idp. 
Lemma 3.5. Let Σ ∈ Σ˜n,m,p be a linear dynamical system. It is controllable if and only if ΦH(Σ) ∈
H˜n,m,p is controllable.
Proof. By definition a system Σ = (A,B,C,D) ∈ Σ˜n,m,p is controllable if and only if (A,B) ∈ Σ˜n,m
is controllable. The system (A,B) is controllable if and only if ΦL(A,B) = (idn, A,B) ∈ L˜n,m is
controllable. Therefore (idn, A,B,C,D, idp) verifies the first two controllabilty conditions if and only
if Σ is controllable. Since the third one is obviously verified, the statement follows. 
Remark 3.6. Let Q be the following quiver:
n
•
A



E

C // p
•
p
◦
Foo
•
n
◦
mB
oo
D
OO
The space of all Helmke systems H˜n,m,p is the space of representations of this quiver of the indicated
dimension.
Proposition 3.7. Let (r, s, t) ∈ Z3 with nr + (n − 1)s + min{p, n}t < 0, s + r > 0, and t > 0. Let
H ∈ H˜n,m,p be a Helmke system. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) H is controllable;
(2) H is (r, s, t)-stable;
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(3) H is (r, s, t)-semistable.
Proof. This is [2, Theorem 3.50]. We omit the proof. 
This statement shows that the space of controllable Helmke systems is the set of (semi)stable points
with respect to some character χ = (χ0, χ1, χ2) ∈ Z3. Thus we may write
(39) Hcn,m,p := H˜
c
n,m,p//GLn,n,p .
The morphism Φ : Σ˜cn,m,p −→ H˜
c
n,m,p described above descends to an open immersion
Σcn,m,p →֒ H
c
n,m,p
with image all orbits of systems (E,A,B,C,D, F ) with detE 6= 0 and detF 6= 0.
Corollary 3.8. The quotient space Hcn,m,p is a smooth projective algebraic variety of dimension n(m+
p) + pm. The quotient map H˜cn,m,p −→ H˜
c
n,m,p is a principal GLn,n,p-bundle.
Proof. The quotient is projective as a direct consequence of Corollary 1.21. From Proposition 1.11 and
Proposition 3.4 it follows that the quotient maps are principal bundles 
There is a natural forgetful map H˜cn,m,p −→ H˜
c
n,m, that descends to a map on the quotients. Helmke
has proved that in the analytic category this map makes Hcn,m,p into a Grassmann bundle over the
space Hcn,m of controllable Helmke systems without output. In Corollary 3.10 we will prove that it
is an algebraic Grassmann bundle. In the case p = 0 the Helmke and the Lomadze compactifications
clearly coincide: Hcn,m = L
c
n,m. Furthermore we had identified the latter space with a Quot scheme.
Strømme has obtained several results on the geometry of this Quot scheme. In order to calculate
invariants of the space Hcn,m,p we identify the Grassmann bundle H
c
n,m,p −→ H
c
n,m as a Grassmann
bundle of subspaces in a vector bundle on this quot scheme.
The first step is the following technical result that we cite here for completeness.
Proposition 3.9. Let G be a linear algebraic group. Let d,N ∈ N with 0 ≤ d < N . Let p : P −→ X
be a principal G-bundle, and let λ : G −→ GLN be a representation of G. Let G act on Grassk(d, k
N )
by
G×Grassk(d, k
N ) −→ Grassk(d, k
N ), (g, U) 7→ λ(g)
(
U
)
.
The associated fiber bundle P ×G Grassk(d, k
N ) −→ X is a Grassmann bundle in the Zariski topology
of type (d, kN ) on X. There is a canonical isomorphism
P ×G Grassk(d, k
N )
∼=
−→ GrassX(d, P ×
G kN ).
Proof. [2, Proposition 1.30]. 
Theorem 3.10.
(1) H˜n,m = L˜n,m and H˜
c
n,m = L˜
c
n,m. The quotient map H˜
c
n,m −→ H
c
n,m is a principal GLn,n-
bundle and there is a canonical isomorphism
f : Hcn,m
∼=
−→ QuotE,P
O
P1
k
/k,
where E := km ⊗OP1
k
, and P := n ∈ Q[T ].
(2) The morphism Ψ : H˜cn,m,p −→ H˜
c
n,m, (E,A,B,C,D, F ) 7→ (E,A,B) descends to a map
ψ : Hcn,m,p −→ H
c
n,m.
It is a Grassmann bundle of type (p, kn+m+p), canonically isomorphic to the Grassmann bundle
of p-planes in the vector bundle
En,m ⊕O
⊕(p+m).
Here En,m = H˜
c
n,m ×
GLn,n Ank is obtained via the representation GLn,n −→ GLn, (h, g) 7→
(h−1)
τ
. Furthermore
f∗B∨−1
∼= En,m,
where B−1 is the vector bundle introduced in the previous section.
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Proof. The first statement is Proposition 2.17. So let us prove the second statement. We write
Hom(kn+m+p, kp)s ⊂ Hom(kn+m+p, kp) for the open subset of surjective maps. Recall that the Grass-
mannian of p-quotients of kn+m+p Grass(kn+m+p, p) can be defined as the quotient of Hom(kn+m+p, kp)
under the natural left action of GLp that is given by change of basis in the target space. Define a
morphism
α : H˜cn,m,p −→ H˜
c
n,m ×Hom(k
n+m+p, kp)s
by sending (E,A,B,C,D, F ) to the pair ((E,A,B), [C,D, F ]). We equip the target space with the
following action of GLn,n,p
(40) (g0, g1, g2) ((E,A,B),M) 7→
(
(g1Eg
−1
0 , g1Ag
−1
0 , g1B), g2Mλ˜(g)
−1
)
,
for g = (g0, g1, g2) ∈ GLn,n,p, (E,A,B) ∈ H˜
c
n,m, M ∈ Hom(k
n+m+p, kp)s, and where λ˜ : GLn,n,p −→
GLn+m+p, (g0, g1, g2) 7→ g0⊕ idm+p. The morphism α is a GLn,n,p-equivariant isomorphism. Since on
the target space the group GLp ⊂ GLn,n,p acts only on Hom(k
n+m+p, kp)s, we may first consider the
quotient with respect to that action only: it is H˜cn,m × Grass(k
n+m+p, p). Taking the quotient with
respect to the induced GLn,n-action we obtain a GLn,n,p-invariant morphism
H˜cn,m,p −→
(
H˜cn,m ×Grass(k
n+m+p, p)
)
//GLn,n
that descends to an isomorphism
Hcn,m,p
∼=
−→
(
H˜cn,m ×Grass(k
n+m+p, p)
)
//GLn,n .
First notice that there is a natural isomorphism Grass(kn+m+p, p) ∼= Grass(p, kn+m+p) that is given
by dualizing the maps and identifying kn+m+p with its dual using the canonical basis. The induced
action of GLn,n on H˜
c
n,m ×Grass(p, k
n+m+p) is given by
(41) g.(H,U) = (gH, λ˜(g)−1
τ
(U)) for g ∈ GLn,n and (H,U) ∈ H˜
c
n,m ×Grass(p, k
n+m+p).
The quotient with respect to this action is the fiber bundle H˜cn,m×λGrass(k
n+m+p, p) associated with
the principal GLn,n-bundle H˜
c
n,m −→ Hn,m and the representation λ : GLn,m −→ GLn+m+p, g 7→
λ˜(g−1)
τ
. We end up with an isomorphism
Hcn,m,p
∼=
−→ H˜cn,m ×λ Grass(p, k
n+m+p).
The preceeding proposition tells us that this Grassmann bundle is the Grassmann bundle of p-planes
in the vector bundle H˜cn,m×λk
n+m+p. If follows from the special form of the representation λ that this
vector bundle splits as En,m⊕O
⊕(p+m), where En,m = H˜
c
n,m×δ k
n with δ : GLn,n −→ GLn, (g0, g1) 7→
(g−10 )
τ . The remaining statement is an immediate consequence of the identification Hcn,m
∼= Quot
E,P
O
P1
k
/k
and of the description of the Quot scheme as a principal bundle. 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the standard results on the Chow ring of Grassmann
(projective) bundles.
Theorem 3.11. Let π : E −→ X be a smooth vector bundle of rank r.
(1) Let P(π) : P(E) −→ X be the projective bundle associated with E. There is an isomorphism of
graded rings
A∗(P(E)) ∼= A∗(X)[T ]/〈T r + c1(E)T
r−1 + . . .+ cr(E)〉,
induced by T 7→ c1(OE(1)). In particular A
∗(P(E)) is a free A∗(X)-module of rank r.
(2) Let g : GrassX(d,E) −→ X be the Grassmann bundle of d-planes in E and let
0 −→ K −→ EG −→ Q −→ 0
be the universal sequence on G. There is an isomorphism of graded rings
A∗(GrassX(d,E)) ∼= A
∗(X)[X1, . . . , Xd, Y1, . . . , Yr−d]
/〈∑k
i=0XiYk−i − ck(E) | k = 0, . . . , r
〉
,
given by Xi 7→ ci(K) and Yj 7→ cj(Q), where the polymial ring has the grading corresponding
to the weight (1, . . . , d, 1 . . . , r − d), X0 = Y0 = 1, and Xi = Yj = 0, i > d, j > r − d. In
particular A∗(G) is a free A∗(X)-module of rank
(
r
d
)
.
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Proof. The first statement is [23, Example 8.3.4], the second is [23, Example 14.6.6]. A proof of the
second statement is given in [16, Proposition 5.4]. 
Corollary 3.12. The group underlying the Chow ring A∗(Hcn,m,p) is free abelian of rank
rkZ A
∗(Hcn,m,p) =
(
n+ p+m
p
)(
n+ 2m− 1
n
)
.
In the case k = C, we have Ak(Hcn,m,p) ∼= H
2k(Hcn,m,p,Z) and therefore
χtopA
∗(Hcn,m,p) = rkZ A
∗(Hcn,m,p).
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 2.18 and Theorem 3.11. 
Corollary 3.13. For p > 0, the compactifications Lcn,m,p and Hn,m,p are not isomorphic. If k = C,
they are not homeomorphic.
Proof. The Chow group (Euler-Poincare´ Characteristic) is an algebraic (topological) invariant. The
statement is therefore a consequence of Corollary 2.18 and Corollary 3.12. 
Corollary 3.14. There are canonical isomorphisms of graded rings
(1) A∗(Hcn,m,p)
∼= A∗(Hcn,m)[X1, . . . , Xp, Y1, . . . , Yn+m]/I, with
I = 〈
∑j
i=0XiYj−i + (−1)
j+1cj(B−1)
∣∣ j = 0, . . . , n +m + p〉, and X0 = Y0 = 1, Xi = Yj = 0
for i > p and j > n+m.
(2) A∗(Hcn,m,1)
∼= A∗(Hcn,m)[T ]/I, with
I = 〈T n+m+1 − c1(B−1)T
n+m + c2(B−1)T
n+m−1 + . . .+ (−1)ncn(B−1)T
m〉.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.10 and Theorem 3.11. 
Example 3.15 (Single Input Systems). We have already seen in Example 2.20 that
Hcn,1 = L
c
n,1
∼= Pnk .
By the same example we know that B−1 = H
0
(
P1k,OP1k(n− 1)
)∨
⊗O Pn
k
(−1). In particular ct(B−1) =
(1− h)n, where h := c1(OP1
k
(1)). Hence:
A∗(Hcn,1,p)
∼= A∗(Pnk )[X1, . . . , Xp, Y1, . . . , Yn+1]/I, where
I = 〈
∑j
i=0XiYj−i + (−1)
jcj(B−1)
∣∣ j = 0, . . . , n+ p〉.
For example:
• A∗(Hc1,1,2)
∼= Z[h,X1, X2, Y1, Y2]/I, where
I = 〈h2, Y1 +X1 + h, Y2 +X1Y1 +X2, X1Y2 +X2Y1〉;
• A∗(Hc1,1,1)
∼= Z[h, T ]/〈h2, T 3 + hT 2〉.
In particular, we see that the Grassmann bundle Hcn,m,p −→ H
c
n,m is in general non trivial.
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